


Discriminant Analysis on MixedPredictors

Raflk Abdesselam

Abstract The processing of mixed data- both quantitative and qualitative vari-
ables - cannot, be carried out as explanatory'variables through a discriminant
analysis method. ln tbis work, we describe a metl1oclology of a discriminant anal-
ysis on mixed preclictors. The proposed method uses sirnultaneously quantitative
ancl qualitative explanatory data with a discrimination and classification aim. It's a
classical discriminant analysis carried out on the principal factors of a Mixee! Princi-
pal Component Analysis of explanatory mixed variables, i.e.both quantitative and
transformed qualitative variables associate to the dummy variables. An example
.resulting from real data illustrates the resultsobtained with this rnethod, which are
also compared with those of a logistie regression mocle!.

1 Introduction

The methodology of quantification qualitative variables evolvee! in the context 01'
Mixecl Principal ComponentAna!ysis (MPCA) (Abdesselam 2006) is used here in il

discrimination and classification aim on explanatory rnixed variables. Discriminant
-unalysis in its usual version ~lse only quantitative pree!ictors (Fisher 1938). Since, il

methodology called D1SQUAL method (Saporta 1977) allows to extend the context
of discriminant analysis to qualitative pree!ictors. The proposee! Mixcd Discriminant
Analysis (MDA) approach allows to implernent a discriminant analysis with the
two types of predictors, this is the main aim of this work; to extend the discri minant
model context for using rnixed predictors like, for example, logistic moe!e! or dis-
criminant partialleast squares (PLS) approach. The proposee! approach is evaluated
then comparee! to the logit mocle! on the basis of reaJ mixed data. 'I'hese analyses
are carry out by discrimination with two groups on principal factors procedure of'
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SPAD software for MDA and by logistic procedure of SAS software for the logis tic
model.

2 Mixed Discriminant Predictors

We use the following notations to explain the methodology which consists in
transforrning the qualitative explanatory variables on quantitative variables for the
discriminant model. Let us denote:

" Z(n,r) the qualitative data matrix associated to {z': t = 1, r}, the dummy vari-
ables of the variable z with r modalities or groups that we wish to discriminate.

e;l X(n,p) the quantitative data matrix associated to the set of p discriminant
variables {xj; j = 1, p}, with n rows-individuals and p columns-variables.

., (YI, ... , YI, ... , Ym) the set of m. qualitative discriminant variables with q =,~m . k
L.A=l ql dummy variables {YI; k = 1, qz}{l=l,m} .

., YI (n,ql) the dummy 'variables matrix associated to the q; modalities of the
variable YI.

o Y(n,q) = [Yl, ... , YI, ... , Yml global matrix.juxtaposition of the matrix YI (n,ql)'

e E, = W, Ex = RP and Ey = œ{Ey, }{l=l,m} = Rq are the individual
subspaces associated by duality respectively to the data matrix Z(n,r), X(n,p)

and Y(n,q).
!il D = * ln diagonal weights matrix of the n individu ais and ln the unit matrix

with n order.
•• Nx = {Xi E Ex; i = 1, n} and NYl = {Yi E Ey, ; i = 1, n} are the configu-

rations of the individual-points associated to the rows of the matrix X(n,p) and
YI (n,q{)'

•• Mx= V;f- and My! =X;I are the matrix of inner product, the Mahalanobis dis-
tance in Ex and the Chi-square distance in EYI'

•• VXYI = t X D YI the matrix of covariances.
!il PEYt the orthogonal projection operator in subspace Ey"

The quantification of qualitative data is made with the statistical and geometri-
cal construction of m configurations of individual-points RI' = {PEYI (Xi); Xi E

LV:,;} c E YI' For ail 1= 1 to m, we note X y! =X V/ Vxy 1 the data matrix of
order (n, ql) associated to the projectconfiguration of individu al points fi 11

; the
subspace Ey, is considered as an explanatory subspace on which we project
the configuration of individual points Nx of quantitative data in the explain sub-
space Ex.

It is shown in Abdesselam (2006) the following remark and property concerning
the Mixed Principal ComponentAnalysis (MPCA).
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associatedto the levels of the explained factor YI, which l(N1") = trace (V
YI

x V/ x
VXYt X;I)' the explained inertia is equal to Pillai's trace.

Property. The MPCA of the mixed data table [X 1 y l(n;p+q) consists to carry out
the standardized PCA of the data table [X 1 Y 1(n;p+q).

Where, Y(n,q) = [YI, ... , YI, ... , Ym 1 is a juxtaposition matrix of transforrned
qualitative data, with YI = YI - t Gz the quantitative data matrix of order (n, qz)
associated to the configuration of individual points NYI C E YI that inertia 1(Nh) =
q/ - l, where GI = t XYI D ln, is the mean vector of the variables X Yi and ln the
unit vector with n order.

Note that MPCA is equivalent to Mixed Data Facrorial Analysis (MDFA) (Pagés
2004). The main aim of these two methods is to research principal components,
noted FS

, which maximize the following mixed criterion, proposed in square cor-
relation terms in Saporta (1990) and geometrically in terms of square cosinus of
angles in Escofier and Pagés, 1. (1979):

P nt P mL r?(xj, FS
) +L fl2(YI ,FS

) = L cos2 Gjs + L cos" Gis
j=! 1=1 j=l 1=1

where, r2 and fl2 are respectively the square of the linear correlation coefficient of
quantitative variables and the correlation ratio of qualitative variables with the Si h

factor, and G the angle between the correspondent vectors. These two expressions
are equal in view of fact that the variables are normalized.

ln a methodological point of view, the MDA appears as a chain of two pro-
cedures: a projection procedure of configurations of points corresponding to the
MANOVA coordinates to quantify the qualitative variables, we take into account
the correlation ratios, then a standardized PCA procedure to synthesize the lin-
ear correlations between ail variables, quantitative and transformed qualitative
variables.

Definition 1. The MDA [X 1 Y l(n;p+q)-----;)-Z(n;r) consists to carry out a dis-
criminant analysis on the principal factors of the MPCA of mixed data table
[X 1 Y l(n;p+q).

So, this extension methodology of discriminant analysis on mixed variables, tbat
we can calI DISMIX method (DIScrimination on MIXed variables), is like DJS-
QUAL method (DIScrimination on QUALitative variables), which consists to make
a discriminant analysis on factors of Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) of
explanatory variables (Saporta 1977).

We can note that the first principal factors of MPCA (respectively MCA) are
not necessary the better discriminant factors of DISMIX (respectively DISQUAL)
method, but we can select only the significant discriminant factors. We obtain
satisfactory discrimination results with these methods.
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3 Application Example

To illustrate this approach then to compare it with logis tic model, we use data of an
application example taken from the library SAS System. ln this study of the anal-
gesic effects of treatments on elderly patients with neuralgia, two test treatments and
a placebo are compared. This data set contains the responses of p = 2 explanatory
quantitative variables: Age of the patients and the Duration of complaint before the
treatment began and m =:= 2 explanatory qualitative variables with q = 5 modalities
in total: Treatment (A, B, Placebo) and Sex (Female, Male) of the patients accord-
ing to the response explain variable Pain with two groups: is whether the patient
reportedpain or not (Yes2S, N03S). ;

This sample of size n = 60 patients is subdivided into two samples: a basic-
sample or "training set" composed of nI = 55 (90%), randomly drawn from the
whole data set for the discriminant rule and a test-sample or "validation set" of size
n z = 5 (10%) for next evaluated the performance of this rule.

Moreover the fact to compare the two test treatments and a placebo, the aim is to
bring to the fore the mixed characteristics which weil differentiate the two groups
of patients.

3.1 Predictor Analysis

First, we analyze and de scribe only the predictors using Mixed Principal Component
Analysis (MPCA). This analysis extracts in total five factors (p + q - m) given in
Table 1.

Table 2 gives the linear correlations between mixed predictors and MPCA
factors. Figure 1 shows the graphical representations of the quantitative and trans-
formed qualitative variables, on the MPCA factorial planes which explain 90.16%
of the total variability. The first axis (30.18%) opposes men to women patients,
the second one (22.69%) compares treatment B and placebo. While the third
axis (21.21 %) summarizes the transforrned variable treatment A, the fourth axis
(16.07(J10) synthesizes and opposes the age variable to duration variable.

Table 1 MPCA.~e~isg~er..:.lv..:.a_lu:.,e~s ,--,-- _
Number Eigenvalue Proportion (%) Cumulative (%)

1 ·2.1129'
2 1.5886
3 1.4850
4 1.1249
5 0.6885

30.18
22.69
21.21
16.07
09.84

30.18
52.88
74.09
90.16

100.00
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Table 2 Correlation mixed variables - factors
Iden. Wording variables Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
AGE Age of the patient -0.37 -0.03 -0.13 +0.73 +0.55DURA Duration +0.14 +0.49 +0.04 -065 +0.57TREA Treatment A +0.31 -0.01 +0.94 +0.15 +0.05TREB Treatment B -0.15 +0.82 -0.49 0.14 -0.18TREP Treatment placebo -0.17 -0.82 -0.45 -0.29 +0.13FEMA Female-sex +0.95 -0.05 -0.26 +0.15 +0.06MALE Male-sex -0.95 +0.05 +0.26 -0.15 -0.06

Factor 2 . 22.69 %
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Fig.l Circles of correlations, mixed predictors on the first and second MPCA factorial planes
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3.2 Discriminant Analysis

We use a discriminant analysis on the significant MPCA factors (corresponding
to the four first components with an eigenvalue larger than unit y) which explain
89.90% of the variance kept for the discrimination (see Table 1).

Table 3 presents the Fisher discriminant linear function of the MDA with two
groups on MPCA factors of explanatory mixed variables. This discriminant rule is
computed from the training set of 55 observations. The obtained results show that
the discriminant model overall is very significant, the probability (PROBA = 0.0001)
is less than the classical significance level of 5%.

So, among the four introduced mixed variables, we can note that, with a signifi-
eance levelless or equal to 5%, neither the duration nor the treatment A differentiate
the two groups of patients (PROBA> 5%).

lndeed, the patients who did not report pain are women less elderly who had
been given treatment B. However, the group patients reporting the most pain are
more elderly men who had been given the placebo.

Table 4 presents sorne results .of logistic model applied ta the same training set,
implement with the logis tic procedure of SAS System. The estimation and the sig-
nificance of the parameters estimated by the binary logis tic model are presented.
ln this model, the reference modalities for explain variable "Pain" and explanatory
variables "Treatment" and "Sex' are respectively "No pain", "Placebo" and "Male".
The likelihood ratio, score and Wald tests lead .all to reject the nullity hypothesize
of the set of coefficients. Sa, with a classical error risk of 5%, only Duration and
Treatment A don't have a significant marginal apport in this full mode!.

3.3 Comparison

ln this part, we use the criterion of misclassification rates ta evaluate and compare
the performances of the discrimination rules of MDA and Logistic methods.

Table 3 Mixed discriminant analysis - SPAD results

FISHER'S LINEAR FUNCTION

VARIABLES
NOM IDEN LABEL

PARAMETER ESTIMATE STANDARD T PROBA
FUNCTION REGRESSION DEVIATION STUDENT
DISC. (RES. TYPE REG.)

-0.2186 -0.0646 0.0218 2.97 0.005"
0.0137 0.0041 0.0097 0.42 0.677
0.8076 0.2387 0.1547 1.54 0.129
1.1590 0.3426 0.1584 2.16 0.036b

-1. 9666 -0.5814 0.1551 3.75 0.000"
0.9656 0.2855 0.1111 2.57 O.013b

-0.9656 -0.2855 0.1111 2.57 O.013b

14.606855 4.248122
PROBA = 0.0001
PROBA = O.OOOl.

2 AGE Age'of ,the patient
3 DURA Duration
4 TREA Treatment A
5 TREB Treatment B
6 TREP Placebo
.,FEMA Female patient
8 MALE Male patient

INTERCEPT
R2 = 0.42246 F = 7.16850
D2 = 2.89710 T2 = 38.76842

IJSignificance Lee a or equal than 1%
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Table 4 Binary logistic model- SAS results
Model fit statistics

Critcrion lntercept Intercept and
only covariates

AIC 76.767 57.280
SC 78.74 69.324
-2LogL 74.767 45.280

Testing global null hypothesis: BETA = a
Chi-square DF Pr> ChiSq
29.4864 5 <O.OOOl"
23.2353 5 0.0003"
13.2742 5 0.020911

Test
Likelihood ratio
Score
Wald

Parameter
Analysis of maximum likelihood estimates

Estimate Standard Wald Pr> ChiSqDF

Intercept
Treatment A
Treatment B
Sex female
Age
Duration 1

error
6.8320
0.5324
0.6128
0.4l19
0.0953
0.0350

chi-square
6.5176
1.')836
4.1970
5.5247
6.6448
0.2737

0.ül07"
0.1590
0.040511

0.0188b

0.0099"
0.6009

l7.4418
0.7498
l.2554
0.9682
-0.2457
0.0183

"Significance less or equal than l%
bSignificance l-5%

Table 5 Comparison - number of observations (percent) weil cJassified into group
Reported MDA Logistic Total
pain groups

Basic No pain 30 (93.75%) 28 (87.50%) 32
sample Yes pain l5 (65.22%) 18 (78.26%) 23
(90%) Total 45 (81.82%) 46 (83.64-%) 55
Test No pain 3 (l 00.00%) 3 (100.00%) 3
sample Yes pain 1 (50.00%) 1 (50.00%) 2
(10%) Total 4 (80.00%) 4 (80.00%) 5

Table 5 shows that the classification results obtained by these two methods on
the basic and test samples, are very similar. lndeed, on the training set of 55 obser-
vations, the estimations of weil classification probabilities are practically the sarne,
namely 81.82% for MDA and 83.64% for logis tic model. This corresponds with 45
and 46 observations, respectively.

When we estimate the misc1assification probabilities based on the validation set
that consists of the remaining five observations, we ob tain the same results for MDA
and Logistic model.
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ill Conclusion

ln this work, the methodology to extend discriminant analysis to mixed variables is
"presentee! as a methodological chain of known factorial mcthoc1s. Simple in concept

and easy to use, il finds interest in the context of the classification and prediction
techniques, when user is confrontecl with analyzing objects characterized by mixed
variables, as is often the case, especially in economies, financial and insurance
lields.

The Mixee! DiscriminantAnalysis proposee! allows to irnplernent a discriminant
analysis on the two types of predictors. This method cames up lo one of the disad-
vuntagcs of discriminant analysis in relation to logis tic regression. The latter being
et rival if wc look al it [rom discrimination and prediction method point of view,

Finally, il will be interesting to compare theperformances of this approach with
those of PLS Discriminant Analysis.
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